UNIVERSITY OF WEST FLORIDA
ACIS REGIONAL FLAG FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
NOVEMBER 12-13, 2005

POOL  Women 1
1. Florida A&M
   WON 1
   LOST 1
   PTS SCORED 40
   PTS AGAINST 31
   DIFF. 29
2. Alabama-Birmingham
   0 2 0 31 21
3. Troy “X-Factor”
   2 0 43 21

DATE   TIME   FIELD   HOME TEAM     SCORE   VS   VISITING TEAM     SCORE
11/12  8:30am 4 1. Florida A&M  21   VS  3. Troy “X-Factor” 31
11/12  11:00am 1 1. Florida A&M  19   VS  2. Alabama-Birmingham 0
11/12  2:15pm 3 2. Alabama-Birmingham 0   VS  3. Troy “X-Factor” 12

POOL  Women 2
1. Southern Baton Rouge
   WON 2
   LOST 0
   PTS SCORED 45
   PTS AGAINST 12
   DIFF. 33
2. Florida State
   1 1 30 33
3. Troy “Team Brewster”
   0 2 13 43

DATE   TIME   FIELD   HOME TEAM     SCORE   VS   VISITING TEAM     SCORE
11/12  8:30am 5 1. Southern Baton Rouge 25   VS  3. Troy “Team Brewster” 0
11/12  11:00am 2 1. Southern Baton Rouge 20   VS  2. Florida State 12
11/12  2:15pm 4 2. Florida State 18   VS  3. Troy “Team Brewster” 13

Women’s Playoff Draw Saturday November 12
3:30pm at the Field Scoreboard.
Top two teams from each pool make the playoffs

POOL  Co-Rec 1
1. Louisiana-Monroe
   WON 3
   LOST 0
   PTS SCORED 133
   PTS AGAINST 29
2. Mississippi State
   1 2 33 98
3. Florida State
   2 1 118 62
4. Tougaloo
   0 3 15 110

DATE   TIME   FIELD   HOME TEAM     SCORE   VS   VISITING TEAM     SCORE
11/12  9:45am 1 1. Louisiana-Monroe 40   VS  4. Tougaloo 0
11/12  9:45am 2 2. Mississippi State 6   VS  3. Florida State 46
11/12  1:00pm 4 1. Louisiana-Monroe 47   VS  3. Florida State 20
11/12  1:00pm 5 2. Mississippi State 18   VS  4. Tougaloo 6
11/12  3:30pm 3 1. Louisiana-Monroe 46   VS  2. Mississippi State 9
11/12  3:30pm 4 3. Florida State 52   VS  4. Tougaloo 9

Co-Rec Playoff Draw Saturday November 12
4:45pm at the Field Scoreboard
All teams make the playoffs.